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gotrek and felix wikipedia - premise the novels chronicle the adventures of a dwarven slayer named gotrek
gurnisson and his poet insurrectionist companion felix jaeger as a slayer gotrek seeks a glorious death in battle
to atone for his unknown sins felix bound to him by a dwarven blood oath sworn after a drinking binge is tasked
with writing and recording his heroic exploits and ultimately his death, gotrek and felix warhammerfantasy
fandom com - gotrek gurnisson a dwarf slayer and felix jaeger his human chronicler are a duo of warriors
travelling throughout the length and breath of the old world battling dark forces and stopping plots in gotrek s
quest for a heroic death against a terrible foe the adventures of these warriors have, black library warhammer
chronicles - this website uses cookies to personalise content and advertising and to analyse our traffic by
continuing to use this site you are agreeing to our use of cookies, what would you do if you had only five
years to live - what would you do if your doctor told you that you only had 5 years to live how would you change
your life what would you do differently where would you visit, doorstopper all the tropes wiki fandom powered
by wikia - a common literary term that refers to a book so thick and heavy that it can be used as a doorstopper
or a weapon or a method with which to give a chiropractor a job while it is likely to be used in a spirit of derision
as it evokes the idea of padding in spades there are also many fine, vampire counts warhammer wiki fandom
powered by wikia - queen neferatem the first of the vampires before nagash left towards cripple peak he made
sure to leave behind agents of the mortuary cult within nehekhara to help in corrupting the minds of the nobility
and lure them into the side of nagash
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